Appendix A3

Appendix A3.1  R function ssizecl.cont for finding a sample size for a clustered trial with continuous data comparing means

Need to specify alpha, beta, the standard deviation sigma, the cluster size m, the intracluster correlation (icc) and the effect size delta.


ssizecl.cont<-function(alpha, beta, sigma, m,icc, delta)
 {
n<-2*((qnorm(1-alpha/2)+qnorm(1-beta))^2*sigma^2*(1+(m-1)*icc))/delta^2 
# sample size for 2 x alpha  sig and beta x100 power 
k<-n/m
# use a t-distribution if number of clusters per arm is less than 20
if (k<20) {
k1<-0
while (abs(k1-k)>1) {
k1<-k
k<-2*((qt(1-alpha/2, df=k1-2)+qt(1-beta, df=k1-2))^2*sigma^2*(1+(m-1)*icc))/(m*delta^2) 
}}

n<-ceiling(n)
k<-ceiling(k)
n1<-k*m
cat("number of subjects per arm=",n1, "\n", "number of clusters per arm", k, "\n", "number of subjects per arm not filling all clusters",n, "\n")
}

Appendix A3.2 R function ssizecl.bin for finding sample sizes with binary data for a clustered trial comparing two proportions

Need to specify alpha, beta, the proportions under the treatment (pit) and control (pic), respectively, the cluster size m, the intracluster correlation (icc) and the effect size delta.

ssizecl.bin<-function(alpha, beta, pit, pic, m,icc)
 {
n<-((qnorm(1-alpha/2)+qnorm(1-beta))^2*(pit*(1-pit)+pic*(1-pic))*(1+(m-1)*icc))/(pit-pic)^2 
# sample size for 2 x alpha  sig and betax100 power 
k<-n/m

# use a t-distribution if number of clusters per arm is less than 20
if (k<20) {
k1<-0
while (abs(k1-k)>1) {
k1<-k
k<-((qt(1-alpha/2,df=(k1-2))+qt(1-beta,df=(k1-2)))^2*(pit*(1-pit)+pic*(1-pic))*(1+(m-1)*icc))/(m*(pit-pic)^2) 

}}


n<-ceiling(n)
k<-ceiling(k)

n1<-k*m
cat("number of subjects per arm=",n1, "\n", "numbers of clusters per arm", k, "\n", "number of subjects per arm not filling all clusters",n, "\n")
}

Appendix A3.3 R function ssizecl.ord for finding sample sizes with ordered categorical data for a clustered trial with an odds ratio as outcome

Need to specify alpha, beta, the proportions under the treatment (pit) and control (pic), respectively for each value of the category as a vector , the common odds ratio or, the cluster size m, and the intracluster correlation (icc) .

ssizecl.ord<-function(alpha, beta, pic, pit, or, m, icc)
 {
p3<-(pic+pit)/2
n<-6*(qnorm(1-alpha/2)+qnorm(1-beta))^2/((log(or)^2)*(1-sum(p3^3)))
# sample size for 2 x alpha  sig and betax100 power 
n1<-ceiling(n*(1+(m-1)*icc))
k<-n1/m
k<-ceiling(k)
cat("unadjusted sample size per arm" ,n, "\n")
cat("adjusted sample size per arm=",n1, "\n", "numbers of clusters per arm", k, "\n")

}


Appendix A3.4 R function ssizecl.rate for finding sample sizes to compare two rates

Need to specify alpha, beta, the rates under the treatment (lamdat) and control (lamdac), respectively, the person years per cluster, pyear, coefficient of variation for treatment and control, covt and covc respectively.

ssizecl.rate<-function(alpha, beta, lamdac, propchange, pyear ,covt, covc)
 {
phi<-(qnorm(1-alpha/2)+qnorm(1-beta))^2
lamdat<-lamdac*(1-propchange)
k<-1+phi*((lamdat+lamdac)/pyear+(covt^2*lamdat^2+covc^2*lamdac^2))/(lamdat-lamdac)^2 
# sample size for 2 x alpha  sig and betax100 power 
k<-ceiling(k)
cat("number of clusters per arm", k, "\n")
}

Appendix A3.5 R function ssizecl.surv for finding sample sizes to compare two survival curves using the log rank test

Need to specify alpha, beta, the hazard ratio under the alternative hypothesis (h),  the ratio of the size of the two groups(r), the average cluster size (m), the intracluster correlation (icc) and the proportion of non-events in the two groups p1 and p2 respectively.
 


ssizecl.surv<-function(alpha, beta, hr, r, m, icc, pit, pic)
{
e<-(((qnorm(1-alpha/2)+qnorm(1-beta))^2)*((1+r*hr)^2)*(1+(m-1)*icc))/(r*(1-hr)^2)

# number of events for  2 x alpha  sig and (1-beta)x100 power 

n<-(1+r)*e/(m*((1-pic)+r*(1-pit)))
e<-ceiling(e)
n<-ceiling(n)
n1<-ceiling(n/(1+r))

cat("number of events in total=", e, "\n", "numbers of subjects in total =", n, "\n", "number of subjects in the smaller arm =",n1, "\n")
}

Appendix A3.6  R function ssizecl.cross for finding a sample size for a clustered cross-over trial with continuous data comparing means

Need to specify alpha, beta, the standard deviation sigma, the cluster size m, the intracluster correlation (icc) , the effect size delta and the between periods correlation eta.


ssizecl.cross<-function(alpha, beta, sigma, m, icc, delta, eta)
 {
n<-2*((qnorm(1-alpha/2)+qnorm(1-beta))^2*sigma^2*(1+(m-1)*icc)-m*eta)/delta^2 
# sample size for 2 x alpha  sig and beta x100 power 
n<-ceiling(n)
k<-ceiling(n/m)
# use a t-distribution if number of clusters per arm is less than 20
if (k<20) {
k1<-0
while (abs(k1-k)>1) {
k1<-k
k<-((qt(1-alpha/2,df=(k1-2))+qt(1-beta,df=(k1-2)))^2*(pit*(1-pit)+pic*(1-pic))*(1+(m-1)*icc))/(m*(pit-pic)^2) 

}}

n1<-k*m
cat("number of subjects per arm=",n1, "\n", "number of clusters per arm", k, "\n", "number of subjects per arm not filling all clusters",n, "\n")
}


Appendix A3.7 Other user supplied R programs
There are numerous libraries for calculating sample sizes for clinical trials in R. There is one in particular for cluster trials called CRTSize (Michael Rotondi). Within this is are:  n4means, n4 incidence and n4props which correspond to ssizecl.cont, ssizecl.bi and ssizecl.rate. One can find the syntax by first loading and installing CRTSize and then typing help(n4means) for example.
Using the data in Section 3.2.3 we find  
> n4means(10,30,30,0.01,0.05,0.9)
The required sample size is a minimum of 11 clusters of size 30 in the Experimental Group and a minimum of 11 clusters (size 30) in the Control Group.

which is the same result as ssizecl.cont

A few other libraries to mention are pwr (Champely) which covers proportions, t-tests and correlation and gsdesign (Anderson) which covers binomial outcomes and also allows for tests of superiority and inferiority. 



